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TT4ACT .

The National Councilof Teachers Mathematics and
the Center for Mathematics.Education of the University of Maryland

,

/sponsored a conference to consider the imppct of computing on school
---" mathematics. Participants (including Mathematics teacher educators,

0 mathematicians, Computer scientists, elementary and secondary
mathematics teachers, and others) were asked to respond to a series
of questions related to the impact of,,computing technology on the
mathematics curriculum; mathematics instruction, end mathematics..
teacher education, and to-formulate general recomuendations in each

.
. of these areas. These recommendations (or proposals)ere presented in

this document. They are intended as guidelines for selecting the .

content of precollege mathematics curricula, for teaching.that
.

content in a manner,that takes advantage of emerging technology, and
for designing teacher education programs that recognizttb* changing
cUrriculor patterns and instructional roles Lot teacb0s. Fiye
fundamental assumptions upon which these pnoposals are based are
listed. One of the recommendation.% offered is that pre- and
in-service programs include components which focus on computer k
awareness, interaction_ with preparedjaoftwar and intaractionowith
programming. AJN)
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One of tile critical problems'facing mathematics educa-
tion loday is the need for Curricula and instructional

CO methods to respond to the .influence that computing
cis technology is having, on mathematic* and its teaching.

Numerous conterences, reports, and'projects have fo-
cused on different aspects of the effect of emerging

0" technology on mathematics curricula and instruction. For
example the COnference Board of the Mathematical
Sciences produced a set of guidelines that identified
fundamental topic:Ur K-12 mathematics (CBMS 1983),

C1' and an NSF-sponCred conference IsLthe University of,
UJ Maryland resulted in a docuMent that provided insight into

the effect of the computer on subjects hi the traditional
secondary mathematics curriculum`(Fey 1984).

10-

NCTM has made many'efforts to provide leadership as
decisions about the impact of computing technology. on
mathematics. education are made. In 1981 its Board of
Directors esteblished .the Technology Advisory Commit-
tee, which has subsequently engaged in several projects
and activities that serve members in the area of technolo-
gy and which advises the Board on matters relating to
technology and mathematics education. NCTM sponsor*
a continuing series of seminars for K-12 mathematics
teachers on the uses of computers In mathematics in-

struction and has for along time devotpdstpgram slots at
regional and nations& meetings to issues associated with
the impact of technology on mathematics education. The,
publications df NCfM, including the journals and the 1984
Yearbook, reflect the continuing concern of the organiza-
tion with this issue.

In an effort fgetrantinue its leadership role, NCTM and
the Center for Mathematics Education of the University of
Maryland, with finandal support provided by the National
Science. Foundation' sponsored a conference at NCTM
headquatters during March 1984 to consider "The Impact;.
of Computing op School Mathematics." Participants rep-
resented a number of jpterested constituencies:.govern-
merit funding agencies,- commercial publishers of mathe-
matics materials, the,. standardized testing industry,
mathematics teacher educators, mathematicians, com-
puter scientists, elementary, middle, and secondary
mathematics' teachers, and district-and state-level mathe-
matics supervisors. Participants were asked to respond to
a series of questions related to the impact of computing
technology on the mathematics curriculum, mathematics
instruction, and mathematics teacher education, and o':
formulate general recommendations in each of thebe
areas. The conference produced the recommendations
hereineach gaining broad, If not unanimous, support.

RECOMMENDATIONS ON CURRICULUM, INSTRUCTION, AND TEACHER EDUCATION.

Prologue

Applications of calculators: computers, and other elec-
tronic information technology are reshaping the fpnda-
mental methods 'of doing ancrteaching matherrfttics.
When used as tools for arithmetic and for the analysis of
graphic or symbolic data, calculators and computers offer
powerful newapprOaches to familiar problems and ac-
cess to entirety new branches of mathematics. Applica-
tions-of these same capabilities to instruction are bringing
major changes to mathematics classrooms and the rotes
of mathematics teachers.

The major Influence of Sohn y 'on mathematics
education Is Its potential to shift focus of instruction
from an ern hurls on manlpulati skffis to en emphasis
on developing concepts, relationships, structures, and
problem-solving Traditional precollege mathemat-

Nt Ica curricula have stressed the devellipment of a variety
...Alb of mechanical grocedurest including the computational
c)---`6 algorithms of arithmetic and the transformation of symbol,

loexpreasions in algebra, trigonometry, and analysig. The
use of calculators and computers as standard tgois In
quantitative problem-solving sitUations, however, Igas di-
minished the value of human jor0flOien0y In a execution

(z)of such proOedures. MuOttigf the Instructl 1 time cyr-
rently devoted to acquIrirrprsficteriOy wI paper.and-

pencil algorithms should ee reallocated to support a
range of, new or previously neglected topics that. have a

'valid place in the K-12 mathematics. curriculum. Mor
over teacher education programs must be modified o
reflect these changes In school mathematics content and
to model the delivery of inbtruction through appropriate
applications of technology.

The proposals that follow are Intended as guidelines for
'selecting-the content of precollege mathematics Curricula,
for teaching that content in a manner that takes advan-
tage of emerging technology, and for designing teacher
education programs that recognize the changing curricu-
lar patterns and instructional roles for teachers. The
proposals are based on five fundamental.assumptions:

1. Coordinated change can take place simultaneously
at all levels of mathematics instruction.

2.' All students and teachers will have access to calcu-
lators and computers.for the study, ontnathernatios,
In the classroom and at home.

3. All students will experience app date apOtbatIon
of computers in the study of sac hoot

4. State/provincial, district, and lac vilifies cur-
rioulum guidelines and criteria for math atios text-
book adoption will be rewritten to refla the ohang-
Ing priorities of school mathematics.
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5. The putieshers of standardiz41 tests and irtstruc-
, lions, materials will

(a) 'immediately begin developing producti t at 'are,
consistent 'with the changln9 objectivesvo pre-

rcollege mathematiCs;
(b) continue support for that development q

schedule that facilitates it* implementation
proposed'curricular than es.

6TECHNOL GY AND THE
MATHEMATICS

AND

portions of elementary curricula. devoted 'to' algo-
, rithrns for multiplrdigit calculations can be eliminat-

ed. 4

* instruction must shift to emphasize, the meaning of
arithmetic operations.Such understanding Is essen-
tial far problem solving. .

* 'Experience loith physical manipulatives and other.,
concrete representations of 'concepts must continue
to be an Important phase of learning mathematical
Ideasp,Because of the Increased instructional empha-
sis on meaning and understanding, thlq activity must
hot be overlooked as the curriculum evolves to take
advantage of computers and calculators for instruc-
tion.

* Because computers and calculators can be used
effectively in-teaching mathematical concepts, no a
priori assumptions should be made about the appro-
priateness of any given mathematical topic for els-
mentary students. For instance, decimals, negative
nuD:ibersk, and scientific notation appear naturally.
when using calculators and can be taught as they
arise. Computers facilitate ,an early Introduction to
geometric concepts such as transformations, congru-
ence,lind vectors; statistical concepts such asgran-
domness; and algebraic concepts such as variable
and function. ,

* Preprogramming activities and simple computer pro-
. ...grammIng in Logo or BASIC can be done by students

as early as the kindergarten level' to convey both
mathematical and computer concepts. Computer lit-
eracy should come as a natuOal by- product of swch
experiences rather than as a special addition to the
elementary school curriculum.'

Today, the computational .skills of arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, trigonometry, and calculus dominate the K-12
mathematics curriculum. The content and sequences of
courses are .planneg carefully so that students acquire
intricate hierarchies of prerequisite skills for each major
computational algorithm. .141though these weir-known
mathemaid procedures originated as. essential aids to
efficient ple51em solving, most of the algorithms of school
mathematics have now been programmed for rapid exe-
cution by'calculators and computers.

To do arithmetic today, mental operations are best for
obtaining quick approximations; calculators are the tools
of choice for one-time computations; and computers are
most appropriateior ,repetitive calculations. In, algebra,
trigonometry, and caldulus, computers can execute the
numerical and symbolic manipulative procedures that
students spend ountiess hours mastering.

As a consequence of is changing environment for
mathematical work, the centipulum in grades K-12 needs
careful reassessment and revision. Classroom teachers,
matherrwtics. supervisors, members of state. depart-
ments/provincial ministries of education, authors and
publishers of textbooks, evelopers of standardized tests,
and other curriculum d veiopers must consider the fol-
lowing recommendations and the questions they raise.

Elementary School Level

The elementary school mathematics curriculum has
traditionally focused on developing students' skills In

computing with whole numbers, tractions, decimals, iThd
percents. Since computers and 6alculators can perform
such operations more quickly and accurately than can
usually be done otherwise, the. traditional goals of ele--
mentary school mOlthernatics must be reexamined and
the predominance Of computation-related objectives must
be reassessed. Curriculum developers are-urged to con-
sider the following 'recommendations that suggest a
broadened view of mathematics appropriate for grades
K-4,

* Calculators should routinely. be available to'atudents
in all activitles'associated with mathematics learning,
including testing. Students should be taught to distil,-

. guish situations in 'Which calculators ar appropriate
aids to computation from situations in ich mental
operations or paperilnd-pencli Compu ations are
me appropriate.

T

* Emphasis should continue to be placed on students'
knowledge of basic facts required for proficient men-

arithmellc and ettimailon. However, significant

0

Middle School Level

41 The mathematics curriculum for the middle school
. (grades 5-8) must take into account incoming students'

knowledge of new 'topics such as computing, their under-
standing of topics formerly reserved for the middle
grades, and their more limited skills in topica such aV
arithmetic algorithms. In addition lo building on th
changde proposed for thee elementary grades, curriculum
developers for the middle grades should consider the
following specific recommendationa..

* Mathematics in the middle grades should emphasize
the development of "number sense"the intuitive
feeling for the relative sizes of numbers that is
essential in skillful 9stimation,. approxiniationt. mental
arithmetic, and the interpretation of results for rea-
flonableness.

* Some portion of InstruCtional time should be given to.,
the study of discrete mathematics, including count-
ing, graph theory, :probability, :and logic, ..Which is
'important and appropriate for the middle grades.

* Calculators and computers' can be used to teach
iterative procedures for solving significant problems
before traditional formal methods are presented:
Such experiences should be part of the middle
school mathematics curriculum.

* An-Introduction to statistics Should Include extensive
gathering, organitation, and presentation of data.
Important concepts can be developed in the context
of data sets w ose mEmipulation and examiner
tion is aided by cc nputer: analysis and. graphing
software.. . .



Middle school mathematics programs should take
advantage of the visual display capabilities of com-
puter graphics that support and underscore the ,im-
portance of informal geometry objectives. Transfor-
mations, mensuration formulas, and spatial
visualization can be vividly illustrated by using com-
puter graphiCs.
Increased emphasis should be placed on such non-
traditional methods of problem solving as organized
lists, guess and check, geometrical sketches, and
successive approximations, all of. which are made
feaSible by calculators and computers.
Computer programming experiences that introduce
the concepts 'of variable and function should be
provided. These experiences should help prepare
students for. the study of algebra.
By the end of grade 6, students should be able to
write simple computer programs that require looping
and branching concepts. The emphasis in such pro-
gramming activities should be on problems that con-
vey significant mathematical ideas.

Senior High School Level

Developers of senior high school mathematics curricula
must consider both the changing preparation of their
entering students and the changing college and work
environments their graduates will enter. The following
recommendations are suggested as guidelines for the
curricular evolution that must occur if high school mathe-
matics programs are to reflect appropriately the influence
of technology on mathematics and its teaching.

* The selection and sequencing of high school mathe-
matics for college-bound students should no longer
be governed solely by preparation for calculus. The
most important mathematics for many students will
consist of topics from discrete mathematics and
statistics. High school programs must reflect these
goals in their conterit and priorities.

" Computing is changing calculus and its traditional
prerequisite subjects. Computer symbolic systems,
graphics, and numerical analysis software make stu-
dent mastery of manipulative procedures less impor-
tant and, at the same time, offer dynamic tools for the

iseillustration of fundameintal concepts and pro ses.
Such changes should be considered as the nce
of calculus on high school mathematics is essed.

* The content priorities and approaches to topics in
high school geometry should be reconsidered in light
of computer graphics and their applications. The
'geometry of three-dimensional space, trigonometry,
vectors, coordinates; and transformations are all
made more' accessible with computer assistance
through visual displays and com plex calculations.

* The skillobjectives of algebra Must be reassessed to
identify those procedures more easffy done by com-
puter (e.g., combination of expressions or solution of
equations) or calculator (e.g., values of trigondmetric
functions, logarithms, or exponentlals). The proper-
ties of elemeritary functions are still important for
modeling quantitative relationships, but profidiency in
many familiarcomputational processes is of little
value,

" In many topics of high school mathematics, comput-
ers and calculators can be used to discover. and test
principles and methods.' For example, concepts and

x.
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theorims can be illustrated numerically and graphi-
cally to develop sound understanding before- formal
proof is attempted. .

For high school atudents with limited ability or interest
in mathematics, technology offers an opportunity to
enrich curricula with realistic problem solving situa-
tions without insisting on a mastery of skill prerequisi-
tes. For example, these students can concentrate on
The skills needed to collect, organize, and interpret
mathematical information, skills appropriate for esti-
mation and abpraximation, problem-solving strata-

- gies, data analysis methods, and reasoned evalua-
tion of results.

The time needed for new curricula will probably exceed
the time that can by saved ipy reduced emphasis on
topios of diminished importanie or by a more efficient
organization of instruction. Mathematics' is of such funda-
mental importance, however, that schools must allocate
more time to its study. This means more minutes per day
in the elementary and middle grades and more years of .1
mathematics in secondary-ssh,pol.

TECHNOLOGY AND MATHEMATICS INSTRUCTION ,

1/4

The impressive capabilities of em erging tebhnologies
promise major changes in the organization of glathemat-
ics ipstruction and in the roles of students andleachers.
Computers offer a dynamic electronic chalkboard for the
demonstration bf mathematical ideas. As laboratory tools,
they assist in the exploration and discovery of concepts,
the practice of skills, applied problem solving, and instruc-
tion by simulation. Cbmputer-based evaluation and infor-
mation management provide further opportunities tot
change in traditional teaching/learning patterns.

Although there may be risks associated with changing
ingtructionai patterns and teachers' and students' roles,
the potential for - improved instruction in mathematics
makes the search for ways to reduce those risks worth-
while. If teachers and students are to exploit the potential
of technology to support instruction, they must become
adept at the new roles described in the recommendations
below.

One of the most immediate consequences of the
integration of technology into mathematics instruction is
the increased need for teachers to make informed deci-
sions about questions that relateto certain aspects of the
mathematics curriculum. The following recommendptions
focus on these issues.

4

* Teachers must be able to make informed curricular
decisions about the appropriate place and strategy
for, using technology to enhancelhstruction.

* Teachers must learn heiW dynamic visual displays
made possibfb by computers alit' aid transition from
concrete experience to abstract rnathemaiical ideas.

* Teachers must become adept at interpreting and
elaborating computer-based evaluation of student
learning and in using information management sys-
tems that organize curriculum options and assess,

. ment data.

New roles for classroom teachers and students are
also made possible by technological enhancements of
mathematics instruction. Among these roles are the for-
lowing:



Teachers must become effective catalysts for stu-
dent directed learning. They must be able to pose
stimulating problems and to probe student under-
standing with questions that begin "What Would
happen if . .?"
Teachers must serve as learning models in attacking
mathematical questions. They must be comfortable-
assisting students in learning situations in which Ow
topic being studied or the resource employed is
unfamiliar. Teachers must -6e prepared to say, "I
don't know yet," while they join students in explora-
tion.

* Teachers must become facilitatorsir cooperative
learning as students engage in realistic learning
projects that computers inalie attractive. Teachers
and students must emulate real probletn solvers as
they deal with problems of complexity, accuracy, and
precision that occur in the &Ilbction and analysis of
real datft

* For students, the greatest promise and challenge of
technology 'in mathematics learning is the move
toward more self-directed and self-monitored learn-
ing. Students myst become adept at using computer-

, based instructional materials, mathematical tool soft-
ware, and personal programming skills to develop
and practice the,use,of mathematical concepts, prin-
ciples, and problem-solving processes.
Student-directed learning suggests that students
may become dispersed-throughout the learning envi-
ronment. Teachers must know how to maintain effec-
tive communication with and. among learners and
must recognize that individualized techndlogy-en-.
hanced learning is not synonymous with independent
study.

The fundamental theme that underlies recommended
changes in patterns of mathematics instruction and in the
roles of teachers and students is the emergence of a new
relationship among teachers, students, and the subjebt
matter. The presence of computers and calculators in
demonstration, practice, problem solving, and evaluation
creates a new classroom dynamic in which teachers and
students are natural partners in the search for an under-.
standing of mathematical ideas and a solution of Mathe-
matical problems.

TECHNOLOGY AND MATHEMATICS
TEACHER EDUCATION

The recommendations in previous sections of this
report suggest a new look to mathematics classrooms,
with concepts and problem solving the focus of curricula
and teachers joining their students as aalive partners in
learningrif those 6hanges are to occur, classroom teach-
ers mu,,st be the primary agents of change. Consequently,
preservice and in-service mathematics teacher education
programs must be restructured to prepare teachers for
their new roles.

Computer education for teachers of mathematics re-
quires understanding and skill in three areas: (1) .the uses
of computers and calculators as problem-solving tools in
mathematics,' (2) the uses of-compute:its for the presenta-
tion, evaluation, and management of instruction; and (3)
the conopts of computer literacy that contribute to, or

depend on, the knowledge of mathematics. The ,breadth
and depth of appropriate comput6r educatioin''will vary
with the teacher's grade level and subject spetialization.
The following 'reOommendations piovide gitidelines to the
content and form of preservice and in- service experi-
ences suitable for elementary, middle, and senior high
school mathematics teachers.

Mathematics content and methods courses in teacher
education programs must be examined and restructured
to give more attention to priority ycontent areas and to
Itake calculator and computer use an integral part of all
Stich ,courses. In particular,' the following recommenda-
tions apply:-

* Students preparing to teach at the elementary level
must complete the mathematics requirements out-
lined in the Guidelines for the Preparation of Teach-
ers of Mathematics,(NCTM 1981), with special em-
phasis on estimation, approximation, mental
arithmetic, data organization and analysis, informal
geotnetry (using a° Variety of approaches to the
subject that reflect its visual nature such as *transfor-
mations, vectors, and coordinates), probability con-
cepts, and measurement concepts.

* Computer literacy and programming concepts need
ed by elementary *achers should be, acquired
through experience in the mathematics content and
methods courses. Consequently, teachers preparing
to teach at this level ,need not be required to take a
formal computer science course, although a course
focusing on, computer applications in education is
recommended

* Students preptring to teach at the middle school
level should also Complete the mathematical require-
ments outlined in the NCTM Guidelines for this level,
with special 'attention to the priority topics recom-
mended for elementary teachers and experience with
more advanced topics from algebra, analysis, statis-
tics, and discrete mathematics.

.7"

* Middle school mathematics, teachers should com-
plete a course on computer applications i tion
and a 'computer science course that on
problem solving and, more specifically, on ,e, nature
of algorithmic thinking and the computer inaplementS-
tion of pfoblem solutions.
Students preparing to teach mathefnatics at the
secondary level should complete. the mathematics
major outlined in th,e NCTM / Guidelines and
coursework in discrete mathematics, probability sand
statistics (including expjoratory data analysis),, and
numerical analOis. All topics,must be taught i' ways
that demonstrate appropriate applications of comput-
ing to rgfthematics. ---

* In addition to the computing courses recommended
for middle school teachers, secondary mathematics
teachersshould complete study that provides further
experience With structured programming, algorithmic
thinking, mathematical modeling, and other mathe-
matics fundamental to computer Science.

To provide teachers of mat6matics with the knowl-
edge and skills needed to use computers and other
fechnology effectively for instruction, programs of preser-
vice and in -so vice education must include the following
components:1

* Level 1 (awareness). Through the use of computers,
calculators, and other technology as an integral part
of the delivery of instruction in mathematics, teachers
must be exposed to a variety of applications that



enhance their understanding of the potential of these
technologies. They must experience a range of
hands-bn activities and explorations and see demon-
strations of appropriate uses of technology in class-
rooms.
-Level 2 (interaction with prepared software). Teach-
ers at this level must be given training in'the selection
and use of approprjate software to enhance instruc-
tion in mathematics, and information should be given
to them about sources of mathematics-related .oft-
ware. 'They must develop, deliver, and Valuate
lessons and units that integrate existing software into'
mathematics instruction.
Level 3 (intdraction with programming). Teachers

`be given the opportunity to engage in pro-
gramming-related activities such as tracing, debug-
ging, or modifying existing programs, allpf which can
enhance mathematics learning. Such experiences
should focus on how programming ideas can be used
to teach mathematical. concepts, not on developing
the teacher's personal programming skills.

The most important point in these recommendations for
change in mathematics teacher education is the require-
ment that preservice and in-sorvice programs must model
the desired changes. Teachers must experience mathe-
matics content and methods Courses that emphasize
priority topics and that present those topics using a
variety of techniques that fully integrate computers, calcu-
lators, and other information-processing technologies.
The redlizatiOn of this goal will require commitment and
000peration among mathematics and teacher education
facultieS. Institutions must commi needed resources for
eqUipment and must support facu ty study time.

Evritry institution should identi a computer resource
teacher who can serve as a technical advisor foKalt
teachers and a mathematics/computer .resource
teacher who can provide leadership in helping teach-
ers make appropriate use of coMputing devices in
mathematics instruction. Institutional support for
training such individuals will be needed.
Institutions must provide ongoing support mecha-
nisms. Administrators must be educated about pro,
posed changes in mathematics content and the
delivery of instruction and must be suppOrtive of
changes. Initiative and achievement must be recog-
nized. -

Colleges and universities should work with local
schools and districts to devise creative models for in-
service programs '-to upgrade 'teachers' backgrounds
and ways to provide support fOr teachers as changes
are implemented. Such programs must build in
mechanisms to inform teachers at upper levels about
curricular dnd instructional changes at lower levels
and vice versa.

Trofessional organizations such as NCTM must offer
training workshops to prepare teacher educators for
leadership roles in effecting change. Funding agen-
ciesmust offer support for retraining activities. \ ,

Well- educated; committed teachers .will be th:key to
the successful implementation of curricular 4'nernstruc-
tiortal improvements. The Computer education of preser-
vice and in-service teachers represents a critical invest-
ment necdssary for change to occur.
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